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One year ago, my partner and I 
decided to take a leap of faith 
and a step onto a path that led 

to an unknown destination. We handed in 
our resignations, packed four bags, kissed 
our families goodbye and left hand-in-hand 
onboard a flight to the States.

Today, both of us have secure jobs, a 
comfortable home and most importantly, 
still have each other’s hands to hold. But the 
months that ensued The Move were riddled 
with many things, including doubts and 
questions. Would we be able to get jobs and 
if so, when? Would I, a writer, be able to make 
a living in a nation teeming with hundreds of 
other struggling writers? 

It was during some of these trying times 
that I met Loneliness. In the production of Life, 
Loneliness is so very often cast as The Boogey 
Man, who brings despair and woe. But really, 
it was with Loneliness that I was forced to take 
a step back from life and contemplate on the 
different parts of my existence and swim in the 
depths of my soul. 

In his TED talk The Psychology of Your 
Future Self, Harvard psychologist, Daniel 
Gilbert, pointed out, “Human beings are 
works in progress that mistakenly think they’re 
finished. The person you are right now is 
as transient, as fleeting and as temporary as 
all the people you’ve ever been. The one 
constant in our lives is change”. As ironic as 
it might be, my encounters with Loneliness 
were brief moments of stillness in the string of 
developments that was shaping my life and it 
was in these times that I realised that I was an 
identity in continuous progress.

Don’t we all want to be changed for the 

better? To become more improved, rather 
than worse,  than we were minutes, hours, 
days, weeks, months and years ago? As I look 
back on the year that’s past, I am happy with 
the person I’ve become today and I attribute 
part of this growth to the resistance of fear. By 
leaving behind the familiar for the unfamiliar, 
I was able to experience risk, challenges, 
distress and the blissful freedom that comes 
from relying solely on faith instead of fear. 

John W. Gardner in a section of his book, 
Self-Renewal: The Individual and the Innovative 
Society, opined that human beings experience 
the most growth in their early lives and it was 
because each one of us is born without the 
notion of fear. “In infancy, when the child 
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is learning at a truly phenomenal rate — a 
rate he will never again achieve — he is also 
experiencing a shattering number of failures. 
Watch him. See the innumerable things he 
tries and fails. And see how little the failures 
discourage him. With each year that passes he 
will be less blithe about failure. By adolescence 
the willingness of young people to risk failure 
has diminished greatly. And all too often 
parents push them further along that road by 
instilling fear, by punishing failure or by making 
success seem too precious. By middle age most 
of us carry in our heads a tremendous catalogue 
of things we have no intention of trying again 
because we tried them once and failed — or 
tried them once and did less well than our self-
esteem demanded,” wrote Gardner. 

“We pay a heavy price for our fear of 
failure. It is a powerful obstacle to growth. 
It assures the progressive narrowing of the 
personality and prevents exploration and 
experimentation. There is no learning without 
some difficulty and fumbling. If you want to 
keep on learning, you must keep on risking 
failure — all your life. It’s as simple as that.”

It is springtime now in central Ohio, where 
I live. The winter months - a time rife with 
sub-freezing temperatures, black ice, feet of 
snow and general disparity - are slowly fading 
in the background to make way for colourful 
blossoms, chipper birds and deer that can 
finally strut around my neighborhood. As 
nature hits the ‘restart’ key, I smile and think of 
how wonderful it is to be able to continuously 
redefine ourselves and grow time and time 
again in the springtimes of our lives.
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